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Brief /Background
When Climbing Croagh Patrick Mountain recently with my family I noticed that there were no Cabinets or Defibrillators on the 
mountain. There is no electric power on the Mountain, nor is there any power on greenways, mountains, hills, black ski runs, 
beaches, spire in Dublin etc. I came up with the idea of an Eco Solar - Wind powered insulated outdoor heated  cabinet with a 
place to securely store lifesaving medication etc, This unique heated - cooled secure cabinet can be used to store anything from 
defibrillators, medication, bandages, pedestrian counters, hot or cold drinks, incubation for nesting birds etc in any part of the 
world without the need of main power. I combined my 24 years of engineering design and 40 years of medical passion, to 
invent, design and manufacture a light weight, multifunctional Eco cabinet with 18 unique features. 
This invention related to a multifunctional Solar - Wind Eco Powered Outdoor Temperature Controlled Cabinet, with Interior 
Secured Individual Sections and stands. Though not limited for securing storing, defibrillators and lifesaving Medication, this 
Cabinet can be utilised for holding anything else also at a maintained temperature. This secured compartment can also be 
retrofitted to most existing Cabinets on the market. The temperature is maintained at the required temperature, allowing 
items such as life save medication such as Aspirin and Epi Pen, trauma dressings/ foil blanket, Pedestrian counters, hot/cold 
drinks, incubation for nesting birds etc  to be securely stored in one of the Individual compartment without a main power supply. 
This Cabinet with the aid of Solar /Wind and Insulation ensures a maintained temperature of your choice, without the need of 
power from the main grid. It can come with a stand capable of holding the cabinet in locations where there are no structures 
present such as Beach’s, Greenways, Mountains etc. All edges have curved sides to help prevent injury. All Parts of this unit are 
weatherproof against all conditions, allowing this unique cabinet to be installed in any part of the world.

Operation Protocol
If a person has a cardiac Chest pain or an allergic reaction, they only have minutes to take this life saving medicine. It could take 
hours to receive the lifesaving medication in a remote location, with my invention this medication could be administrated in 
minutes & it’s the same medication for Cardiac chest pain or an allergic reaction that is required worldwide.  
All cabinets must be registered with the relevant Ambulance Service. When an individual call 999/112 the emergency caller 
taker will then be able to direct the call maker to the nearest Cabinet from them. At this point they will also receive the code to 
access the internal Medical unit. The emergency call taker will instruct how to administrate the drugs. The lifesaving Drugs can 
be replaced by the relevant Health Service  or PAD’s (Public Access Defibrillators scheme) Coordinator. The three cabinet s on 
Croagh Patrick Mountain are new registered with the National Ambulance Service, one at the Base, half way up the mountain 
and at the church at the Top. The location for these are coordinates as there are no Eircodes or power supply on the mountain.
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The 18 features of my unique Design and Invention are below:
1. The Cabinet has  three individual secured locked compartments.
 1st is for the main storage area, this can be either locked or not locked  
 2nd is for the Solar Compartments, Batteries etc, the coordinator will have a unique heart shaped 
 key to access this if needed.  
 3rd is for cardiac Medication Aspirin or Disprin/Dressing & Epi pen an individual can administrate in a cardiac 
 event or allergic Reaction IMMEDIATELY rather than waiting up to hours for help in rural areas. The code for this 
 secure compartment is only given out by the 999 / 112 Ambulance Control at the time of the call. 
2. This locked medical secure box is also designed and manufactured to recto fit most of the existing cabinets world wide. 
3. The Roof of the Cabinet is sloped at 25 degrees, this will ensure no water will ever lodge on the roof /door top and 
 freeze, otherwise freezing could occurred at this location causing the door to expand and the door would leak.
4. The reinforced movable bars and swivel devices will allow the attached solar panel and turbine to position and face 
 the sun / wind no matter which way the cabinet is facing.
5. This Cabinet is fully insulated internally with a thin high spec insulated aluminium Vapour barrier, this will help 
 maintain the Cabinet and three storage units warm in the cold and cool in the warm temperatures.
6. High Grade Diamond infrared reflective Front / Sides and top Stickers for information and Sponsorship Info, will  aid to 
 locate the cabinet in darkness, this will have coordinates as a location point where Eircodes are not available.
7. An infrared bulb located on the top of the cabinet with infrared stickers will be seen from the air miles away, infrared 
 allows emergency aircrafts to identify cabinets with night vision googles.
8. As an extra option a Sim call activation text can be sent to a designated number if box is opened or temperature 
 drops below 4 degrees or higher than 25 degrees in the cabinet.
9. A unique Heart shaped Master Key will open any of the three locks.
10. The Unique 3mm - 5mm  C-Lip design on the main Cabinet Shell, allows  the door to closes inside 
 this and forms a full seal. This will prevent water egress from high driving storm winds.
11. The forward sloped  floor in the cabinet  allows rain water to flow out of the cabinet, if the door is accidentally left
 open in an emergency.
12. The temperature devices is made up with two separate sensors one for a heat device and one for a cooling device, 
 this ensures the cabinets internal Temperature is maintained between 4 & 25 degrees, this allows medication to be 
 stored safely.
13. The Cabinet can also be stored anywhere even in total darkness such as in the car boot/ indoors or under a shaded 
 tree, additional solar panel with protective mesh and turbine can be stand alone or fixed to walls /roofs or on the flat, 
 20 meters away from the cabinet.
14. The cabinet and stand both have two vents each to allow air to circulate inside the cabinet, two fly mesh’s  placed on 
 top of the vent will prevent insects dirt etc getting into the cabinet.
15. The curved drip edge on the base of the cabinet prevents water from flowing towards the air vents. 
16. A unique cabinet stand with curved safety sides can be used to allow the cabinet and eco devices to be installed on 
 beaches, hills mountains etc with no other structure is in the vicinity to mount the cabinet, this  stand divides in three 
 sections to facilitate transport and carrying .
17. The stand anchor comes with three or four base arms ,the three arm design allows the stand to be installed tight to an 
 existing building without disturbing the foundations.
18. Irish, European and International Patent Pending for both the Process, Design and Trademark. 

Comparison Costing and Forward Planning
For an example if  a normal cabinet was to be fitted at the Spire in  Dublin, total cost would in excess of €180,000, and up to 4 
days to complete 
(Traffic Management = € 50,000, Insurance = €40,000, removing existing paving / Ducting / Power connection & 
Reinstatement = € 90,000. Total €180,000).
But my Eco Cabinet could be installed in 20 minutes. 
The medication for Cardiac or Allergic events is the same whether it happens in Ireland or Iceland. 
Therefore my solar cabinet and secure Medical Compartment will work all over the world. 
Without any advertising or social media, I have already pre orders of 78 Cabinets in less than three months.
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Global Demand
The global defibrillator market size is anticipated to reach €6.5 billion by 2030. The market is expected to expand 9.3% from 
2022 to 2030. The European market is predicted to expand to 5.1 Billion by 2027, and this is before the addition of this 
Eco Solar/Turbine Cabinet.
Other Uses
This unique eco-multifunction cabinet can also be used to store anything at a specific temperature - for example - hot / cold 
drinks on a greenway or golf course. It can securely store Pedestrian Counters on Greenways or Tourist Tracks etc. 
It can power electric fences or store warm milk for farm animals, where no mains power is available. It can power a grotto or 
an isolated farm building, saving thousonds of euros on bringing in electricity supply poles and standing charges each year.
This is a totally multi-function Eco powered cabinet, which has many functions.
Future Vision
Sponsors will support the purchasing of this Eco Powered Cabinet in return for their company’s name displayed on 
this product. This unique Cabinet with Sponsors details will be in locations where normally no advertising signs are 
permitted. Therefore offsetting the cost against advertising. 
Over the next few weeks I expect to be in contact with existing Cabinet Manufacturers / Distributors. This is the best and 
quickest way to get this new lifesaving Eco Powered Cabinet and Medication secure storage box to you.

Darren Forde, CEO and Founder of Eco Powered Cabinets
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In early November, my product was, among three others, selected to receive a €15,000 bursary

Darren Forde and Ryan Tubridy, presenter RTÉ Late Late Show. Darren Forde (right) pictured with the other Bursary winners.

Winner of the Late Late Show €15,000 Bursary


